
Hi Tony & Holly. Can see you were up late. I want to answer not shabbily, 
but brief and accurate. I also hear some reports that came from Israel and 
all seem spot on, so don't want to duplicate but add other perspectives. At 
this time some are severely crushed, and others not hit hard yet, due to 
lifestyles and situations. No income and business loss is horror to many. I 
don't go to museums, sports, hotels, restaurants to dine in (wife's celiac), 
nor fly out etc. so am not affected but so many are. That it's now a two 
class society is disgusting. I do feel like this is 1930s Germany, but being 
Israel is insane. There is still a stress level even on me. It caused 
hemmorhoids until I unstressed myself in the Lord. I don't wear a mask. I 
do wear a mask on my neck for show to get about. Had about quit smoking 
a year ago, and it picked up as unmasked with a lit cigarette even passes 
the cops. Used clear face shield one time to enter the bank, and each 
quarter to renew wife's prescriptions for her. I've lost all big supermarkets 
over my non compliance. As a result my expenses are up about 40-50% at 
small shops I use. This is my mild experience but its horror for others. 

The ultra orthodox were the most resistant at the start, and now the most 
obedient. The ultras always had aversion to any jabs, and now want the 
most. Their lifestyle is constant events and gatherings so they were beat up 
bad, and do all to continue their lifestyles. But even they still have rebels. 
The ultras 2 religious partys will sell their souls for the govt money that 
funds them. Even opposition party's to Mengeles junta still are into the jab. 
Other than the top evil leaders, most parliament are as blind as the general 
public. And this is the calm before the storm; until the election in 11 days, 
shtf will hold back. I already do not know if wife's needed meds can be 
renewed un jabbed? She's aware she might perish when her meds run out 
if and when that happens. She's weaning off what she can now attempt but 
some is not possible unless God steps in. The real concerns is what lays 
ahead by a year from now? Will it be possible to enter even a small store? 
Will it be possible to get car inspected or registration renewed? Will the 
bank account be accessible? Will it be possible to enter a post office. Will a 
doctor be accessible with out selling ones soul?  Yes, its bad and after 
election will know more. Right now pre election all is open and green pass 
not yet setup on smaller places, thus the jabbed and unjabbed co mingle 
with not much problem save  the outbursts of Karens. But after election and 
pre or post passover don't look good. Deagel posted in 2017 the depop of 
especially 10 nations; (look up each one), the 10 are USA, Canada, U.K, 
Ireland, Italy, Israel, Germany, France, Australia, N.Z. The jab seems to be 
the method. I hope this perspective from me is helpful in some way. Will 
update if major changes occur. Shabbat shalom in Jesus Christ our only 
hope.

A short addition; some thoughts; The antichrist seems to be a competition 
of a number of leaders all trying to be super devious and evil hoping the 
devil selects them. That explains the doings of some men. 
Last thought; all prophesy must fullfill for both of Christ's comings. Thats 
why satan tried to kill off line of David and under age 2 babys in Bethlehem. 
Prophesy is emphatic that 1/3 in land of israel will be saved for Christs 
return. At the rate of jabs, by may, more than 2/3 of jews will have been 



jabbed thus there wont be 1/3 of jews left for Christ. But the prophesy does 
not say jews, just says in land of Israel. The Arabs are in the land of Israel 
too!  By certain scriptures and confirmed by anthropology dept of Hebrew 
university, majority of Arabs in Judea & Samaria and even some in Gaza 
are lost jews converted to Islam long ago. Thats why God left the land 
empty waiting for his people to return and both jews and arabs started 
pouring in a century ago. These arabs are not really arabs but have a 
special ancestry. Steve's horrific guess is; 1/3 in land of Israel will indeed 
be saved and in Christ, but that third will be composed of more arabs than 
jews. I suspect the jab in Israel will destroy 6 million jews. One million jews 
will be saved and a few million arabs of Israel ancestry will be saved. Im 
just soberly reporting what seems to be coming. Thats it. God bless always.
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